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Through the iGEM competition, we learn and apply a set of

values that make Synthetic biology more than just science.

We build projects in which the ultimate goal is to help

humanity and our environment. These iGEM values include

integrity; good sportsmanship; respect; honesty;

celebration; cooperation; effort; and excellence. They

ensure that this powerful knowledge is openly shared, so

that we can drive  innovation in nearly every corner of the

globe, helping local people solve local problems.

Many individuals saw the need to continue making a

local impact in their communities after the competition,

and have created local networks and associations.

These organizations, whether they are registered or not,

are based on the collaboration and cooperation

values we hold so dearly, and continue the legacy of

iGEM to advance Synthetic Biology.

This guidebook was written to acknowledge

the contribution of these organizations to

the bio-economy and to their local

communities. You will find contact links to

connect with an existing organization in your

region, and advice in case there isn't one and

you wish to create your own.

With this initiative, I wish to strengthen our

large network, and empower iGEMers to

continue making a local impact.

Since iGEM began in 2003, we have been

cultivating and growing a wonderfully diverse

community of purpose-driven individuals.

Connected by our interest for Synthetic Biology

and our  mission to address challenges facing our

world, today this community has grown to more

than 50,000 people from over 45 countries.

Our
community

Our 
values

Note from the author

Impact
driven

A local community
backed by a global network

Nerea Capon

iGEM Alliances Project Manager

nerea@igem.org



Community engagement works best where it is an ongoing

cumulative process enabling relationships and trust to build and

strengthen over time. Networks and associations are initially

built by a small group of individuals, and then expanded

overtime to include more members and activities.

The following advice was collected during personal interviews

with different associations' representatives. Let yourself be

inspired and take note to build a community in your region!

#SciComm

#entrepreneurship

#community_hub

#education

Missions can be adapted to the region’s needs and

circumstances, and therefore, can vary across the globe. Some

common objectives are to ensure the university’s participation in

the iGEM competition, to promote science communication to a

broad audience, to provide support for rising entrepreneurs, or to

create a network of researchers and iGEM Alumni. 

Follow these tips!
Do you want to create your own community?

   mission 
 1. Have a clear 

Community engagement activities can help to attract new

members, and it also keeps individuals interested in your

networks. This can be achieved with networking events,

workshops, or trainings; but you can also grow an

engaged community by creating working groups to tackle

a specific gap in your region. For example, educational

material for university students or scientific communication

for the general population.

f ind wh ich key  m iss ions
each organ izat ion  is
tackl ing by  look ing at
these hagstags  in  the ir
interv iews!  

 2. Facilitate        
community    
engagement 

#alumni_network #mentorship



Networks and associations are often based on a volunteer

basis. They are usually run by individuals in their early

career and/or during their studies. It is possible that some

members will decide to leave after a few years, so it is

always great to have a new pool of candidates that can

fill in those roles. Most organizations select new board

members each year, which also gives the possibility for

new people to acquire skills and opportunities!

It is also important to make sure you have a diverse and

inclusive team that represents your community, the

different ethnicities and aiming for gender balance.

Social Media is a great way to gain exposure for

your networks and advertise your activities and

events. Most networks or associations also have a

website, where they describe their mission, introduce

the team and their activities. 

Knowing what to do and when it needs to be done it

is very important to keep things moving. To ensure

the community is well organized and functions

smoothly, it is good to define roles and asigne

responsibilities. These roles can still allow your

network to be relaxed and flexible; but they will

give each individual a sense of responsibility

and recognition for their job.

When  sett ing tasks ,
use the SMART
RUle !

 3. Clear        
and clear    

roles 

responsibilities 

Specific

Measurable

Assignable

Realistic

Time-specific

 4. Recruit        
and welcome
new members

 5. Be active on       
social media!

F ind out  wh ich soc ial  med ia
platform  is  most  used in  your
commun ity  and open  a
prof ile !  Don't  forget  to
update it  regularly .



#SciComm

#entrepreneurship

#community_hub

#alumni_network #mentorship

In the following pages you will find summaries of the

interviews we conducted with different networks and

associations, organized by region. Take a look and

feel free to contact an organization in your region if

you want to join or know more.

We want to thank all the associations and

networks that participated in this initiative,

and to everyone that took the time to

respond our questions. There are more

associations than those at present in this

booklet, but unfortunately we were not able

to interview them or include them.

You can check out the full list of networks

and associations with a powerful presence

of iGEMers here or in our website.

You can also find #hashtags that

represent each organization's

missions. We hope this helps you find

organizations that share the same

values and missions as you. It could be

the beginning of a collaboration!

Networks and Associations' Interviews

#education

D id we m iss  any?  Would

you  l i ke to  add your

network to  the l ist?

Contact  us!

nerea at  i GEM dot  org

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1aeSmcYITU_MTqBZ06ovNO6swqdyyRI53b2qDwMLG72A/edit?usp=sharing


Synbio Africa is a forum for scientists, policy

makers and the general public to convene and

develop successful pathways for the

propagation of synthetic biology technologies,

products and services throughout Africa

Our mission is to become the leading

Synbio innovators for sustainable

solutions to great challenges in heath,

agriculture, and environment in Africa.

SynBio
Africa

Interview with Otim Geoffrey, Founder & CEO of SynBio Africa

Profile

#SciComm

#alumni_network

Get in touch!

synbioafrica.com

admin@synbioafrica.com

Q: Tell us a bit about SynBio Africa!

Q: How are you organized?

Synbio Africa, founded as an after

iGEM initiative, is a legally registered

company in Uganda and hosted at

Makerere university. It is governed by a

steering committee which consist of

the Executive committee members

headed by the Chief Executive Officer,

and advisory team consisting of

thought leaders in synthetic biology.

Q: What are your goals for the

future?

Establishment of a Centre of

Excellence for synthetic biology

research, education, and biosecurity in

Africa. Expanding the knowledge of

synthetic biology and iGEM to the

entire Africa continent through

workshops and Ambassador’s program.

Africa

Q: What social impact does SynBio

Africa create in your community?

iGEMers in Africa through creating

awareness, providing knowledge, and

conducting research in the field of

synthetic biology aimed at solving

challenges in African communities

using synthetic biology tools and

technologies.

#community_hub

Synbio Africa is building a network of

synthetic biology enthusiasts and after

https://synbioafrica.com/


EUSynBioS is a Pan-European community

of European synthetic biology researchers

and experts, including partners in

Academia, Industry, Science

Communication and Policy Makers.

We have a Steering Committee

composed of volunteers from different

European countries, mostly early-

career researchers. The members are

generally committed to the association

for at least 2 years.

EUSynBioS

Interview with Adam Amara, Vice-President

Profile

#SciComm

Get in touch!

@EUSynBioS

Q: Could you describe how your

Association is organized?

Q: What are some of your key

activities?

We have an active social media

activity, a blog touching different

topics, such as interviews or trends in

SynBio, and we also collaborate with

European iGEM teams to highlight their

projects. We run a yearly Symposium

and series of smaller events aimed to 

Europe

Q: What impact does EUSynBioS

have at a local level?

We want to achieve a balanced

representation of SynBio at the

European level, so we collaborate with

national-level associations to promote

collaboration and inclusivity. We also

give active support to individuals that

want to start associations in less

represented European countries,

providing them with mentorship and

access to an international network.

European Synthetic

Biology Society

eusynbios.org

#community_hub

engage with our audience, give

visibility to young researchers and

educate in subjects such as

Entrepreneurship.

https://twitter.com/EUSynBioS
https://www.eusynbios.org/


Swedish-
local
associations

SGEM and iGEM Uppsala Association are two

different non-profit association that share a

common goal. Their aim is to ensure annual

participation of their local teams in the iGEM

competition. Its board members are iGEM Alumni

Our mission is to create a support

network to our local iGEM teams. We

are registered as a Non-Profit

organization, so we can hold a bank

account that the team uses. That way

we ensure the money stays in the team

and nobody has to use their personal

bank accounts. 

We have a Director, a Secretary, a

Treasurer and a Board, all composed

by iGEM Alumni and re-elected every

year.

We organize workshops to introduce

new iGEMers to the competition and to

transfer our knowledge. We also set up

different fun events through the year

both for Alumni and for current team

members. In previous years, the

Uppsala Association organized a craft-

fish party, a typical Swedish

celebration, to connect Alumni and

iGEMers from Stockholm and Uppsala

together.

Interview with Rasmus Bergson, President of SGEM and Mariam J. Ndwatta, Presiden

of iGEM Uppsala Association

Profile

#alumni_network

#mentorship

Get in touch!

sgem.se

sgem@igem.se

Q: How do your associations work?

How is it organized?

Q: What are some of your key

activities?

We take care of team recruitment and

we also have multiple initiatives to

connect Alumni with current iGEMers. 

Q: What are your goals for the

future?

We want to keep supporting our local

teams!

Stockholm, Sweden

Uppsala, Sweden

SGEM Uppsala Association

igemuppsala.se

info@igemuppsala.se 

http://sgem.se/index.php
https://igemuppsala.se/index.php


French SynBio is a non-profit association that

aims to promote the development of SynBio in

France through multiple missions:

Entrepreneurship, Science Popularization and

iGEM mentorship.

We are a team of 6 volunteers: 

 president, community manage, IT

manager, and a leader for each

mission. We are currently expanding

and looking for more people to help us

in the different missions.

AFBS

Interview with Alicia Magnanon, President

Profile

#SciComm

#mentorship

Get in touch!

https://afbs.fr/

@afbs_synbio

Q: Could you describe how your

Association is organized?

Q: How do you attract people to join

your association?

It is very important to build a strong

communication/marketing strategy

and have a clear mission. This will

attract people that share the ideas and

are passionate to commit to the

mission. Another great idea is to

identify key well-known experts in your

region that can join your association

and promote it to their large network.

Q: What are your goals for the

future?

We want to establish a paid

membership plan including additional

features from which people can

benefit.

France

Association Française de

Biologie de Synthèse

#entrepreneurship

Q: What are the benefits of joining

AFBS?

People interested in Science

Communication can post articles in

French in our blog, which is intended to

"popularized" science and make it

accessible. For entrepreneurs, we have

created a network to contact with

other French start-ups and mentors.

https://afbs.fr/


Get in touch!

iGEM teams provide a proposal to host

the event. The Executive Committee

sets up a Representative Congress

(composed by current iGEMers), who

decide who will be the annual host.

Then, they contact the host and help

them to co-organize the event.

We use WeChat (social media

platform) to stay actively in touch with

Alumni.

CCiC is a communication platform for

Synthetic Biology enthusiasts. Supported by

generations of iGEM Alumni, their flagship

event is an annual national conference for

teams to showcase their projects.

Each year, we organize a national-

wide event for Chinese iGEM teams to

showcase their work. This year (2020),

we had more than 900 registered

attendees. The event is hosted by a

different University each year, which is

very exciting for them because it gives

them publicity and recognition.

Some of conferences were organized

in Universities that had no background

in Synthetic Biology. We invited people

from Academia and Industry to

promote growth in this region.

Our large network of iGEM Alumni

provide mentorship and career advice

after the competition, which helps

students to achieve their  career goals.

We recently registered our SynBio

society. Our future work is to expand

the synthetic biology community in

China and connect our resources.

CCiC

Interview with Jiang Shan, President of the Executive Committee

Profile

#alumni_network

#mentorship

admin@ccicmail.org

Q: Can you tell us more about your

flagship event?

Q: How does the Committee work?

China

Conference of China

iGEMer Community

Q: What impact does CCiC have in

your local community?

Q: What are your future plans?

WeChat:  CCiC社群



There is a lot of talented people in

India, but due to socio-economical

barriers, it is hard for them to

participate in things such as iGEM. I

took inspiration from the Global

Biotech Revolution (GBR), which

gathers leaders from around the world

to discuss the gaps in the bioeconomy,

to create our own league of Future

Talents in India. 

IBLoT is a recently formed network which aims

to accelerate the growth of the Indian

Bioeconomy, creating a community of future

and current leaders to collectively tackle

pressing challenges.

IBLoT

Interview with Yogesh Lakhotia, Co-Founder and President

Profile

Get in touch!

iblot.contact@gmail.com

Q: Why did you decided to create

IBLoT?

Q: How was the process of starting

IBLoT?

We are a young network that started

operating in 2020. All of our founders

had the same goal in mind: to bridge

the baps in the Indian bioeconomy.

Having a set of shared goals in mind,

we looked for mentors in our network

that could advice us how to grow a

India

#entrepreneurship

iblot.org

#community_hub

community. It is very important to stay

what your mission is, so that people that

share the same motivation can join.

Also, it is important to have clearly

defined roles for the people in your

team. We asked our team what tasks

they liked to do, and tried to adapt that

to the roles we needed.

Q: What are your long-term goals?

To start with, we want to create the

first Indian Summit where leaders of

today and leaders of tomorrow discuss

the gaps in the existing bioeconomy. In

the future, we want to enable the

innovators to test out their ideas, get

mentoring and funding opportunities

seamlessly.

Indian Biotech

Leaders of Tomorrow

https://www.iblot.org/


Get in touch!

@synbio.id

In 2020 we organized the BIOS

competition, which welcomes individual

to propose solutions for local issues

using bioinformatics and synthetic

biology. This gives students with less

resources the chance to gain similar

skills to those acquired through iGEM.

We have also started collaborations

with local Universities to create

workshops and courses for them on

Synthetic Biology and Bioinformatics.

SynBio Indonesia is a recently created

association (2019). Their mision is to become

an active contributor of synthetic biology and

bioinformatics in the community, particularly

in Southeast Asia

We want to become a catalyst for

change in our community, connecting

stakeholders in Academia, Industry,

Government and students to tackle

some of the needs in our community, in

terms of SynBio. 

SynBio
Indonesia

Interview with Farhan, Immanuel and Aulia, Executive Committee

Profile

#community_hub

#education

Q: What motivated you to create

SynBio Indonesia?

Southeast Asia

Q: What are some of your current

activities?

Q: What has been the biggest

obsticle for you so far?

We are a small team of 4 volunteers,

and our biggest struggle is how to

make it sustainable over time. We want

to welcome more volunteers, but right

now is difficult to see how they could

commit in the long term. We are

working on a strategy and trying to find

a balance that works for us.

Q: What are your upcoming plans?

We want to scale up our competition so

we can reach out to more students,

and to give awareness to local SynBio

startups. 

synbio.id

https://www.instagram.com/synbio.id/
http://synbio.id/


CSBERG is a graduate student-led group

focused on synthetic biology teaching

scholarship and educational advancement at

the secondary and post-secondary level

We apply the design-build-test-learn

engineering methodology to develop

collaborative synthetic biology courses

for Canadian students. These courses

are directed at both iGEM students

and other undergraduate students. We

have also used quantitative and

qualitative methods to study Canada's

educational landscape for synthetic

biology, which are in the process of

publishing.

CSBERG

Interview with Patrick Diep, founder and co-program director and

Brayden Kell, co-program director

Profile

#SciComm

#alumni_network

Get in touch!

csberg.org

csberg.biozone@gmail.com

Q: What are your key activities?

Q: Tell us a bit more about your

teaching model.

We focus on integrating experiential

learning into courses where students

learn technical synthetic biology

knowledge, as well as providing iGEM

mentorship and career advisory

services.

Q: What are your goals for the

future?

We are expanding to provide

educational opportunities for students.

We wish to stimulate growth in

Canadian synthetic biology training by

soliciting support from government,

academic  and funding agencies

Canada

Q: Do you involve iGEM Alumni?

More than 75% of our team has come

from iGEM, including ourselves. They

are a key component of our

educational activities. They know what

is like to learn from experience, as well

as how to integrate Human Practices in

Synthetic Biology, something that we

emphasize in our curriculum.

Canadian Synthetic Biology

Education Research Group

#education

https://www.csberg.org/


I attended the Global Biotech Summit

back in 2014, which gathers leaders

from around the world to discuss the

gaps in the bioeconomy. There, I met

with other like-minded people and we

realized the LATAM ecosystem was

years behind. We created Allbiotech as

a solution to eliminate the language

and socio-economical barriers.  Every

2 years, 100 talented people from Latin

America meet to discuss gaps in the

LATAM bioeconomy, and create a

development strategy for our region. 

Allbiotech is a non-profit organization that

promotes the development of the bioeconomy

in Latin America, by creating a community of

young leaders and agents of change

AllBiotech

Interview with Daniel Dominguez, Co-Founder and Director

Profile

Get in touch!

allbiotech

Q: Why did you decided to create

Allbiotech?

Q: How is Allbiotech organized?

We have a large network of students,

young professionals, researchers,

entrepreneurs and industry leaders.

Every year, we select an Executive

committee of volunteers that make sure  

LATAM

#entrepreneurship

Q: What are your current plans?

We are working to develop an

educational platform to connect

experts in Bioinformatics, Biotech and

Synthetic Biology with students that are

eager to learn. We hope to become

self-sustainable in the future with our

business model. 

allbiotech.org

#education

#community_hub

our activities run smoothly. We obtain

grants from different governments and

different sponsors to organize the

summits and to cover other operational

costs.

Q: What are your long-term goals?

We want to create an incubator that

empowers start-ups and talented

individuals in LATAM countries to

empower our bioeconomy.

https://www.facebook.com/allbiotech
https://www.allbiotech.org/


If you are a representative for an

association or a network and would like to

collaborate with us; or you are looking to

create your own organization, send us an

email!

nerea at igem dot org


